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Journey through the year with a selection of quotes from Paulo CoelhoÃ‚Â Paulo Coelho has

inspired millions with bestselling classics likeÃ‚Â The AlchemistÃ‚Â andAleph. Now, with this 2016

daily planner, the same wisdom that draws readers to his books can serve as a source of daily

inspiration year round. Begin each day with an inspiring quote from some of CoelhoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most

celebrated works as you plan your daily tasks, travels, and personal journeys. Catalina Estrada's

rich and vibrant illustrations adorn the pages of the planner reminiscent of her native Colombia.
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One of the most influential writers of our time, Paulo Coelho is the author of many international best

sellers, includingÃ‚Â The Alchemist,Ã‚Â Aleph,Ã‚Â Eleven Minutes,Ã‚Â andÃ‚Â Manuscript Found

in Accra. Translated into 80 languages, his books have sold more than 165 million copies in more

than 170 countries. He is a member of the Brazilian Academy of Letters and has received the

Chevalier de lÃ¢â‚¬â„¢Ordre National de la LÃƒÂ©gion dÃ¢â‚¬â„¢Honneur. In 2007, he was

named a United Nations Messenger of Peace. Translated by Margaret Jull Costa and ZoÃƒÂ«

Perry.Ã‚Â www.paulocoelhoblog.comÃ‚Â Ã‚Â Connect with the

author:Ã‚Â www.facebook.com/paulocoelhoTwitter: @paulocoelho

Absolutely lovely planner with tons of inspiring and wisdom quotes from Paulo Coelho's books.Great

quality, thick paper, comes with a bookmark and two book flaps that can be used as bookmarks

too.Beautiful illustrations, clean weekly design so you can use it for journaling or planning.The size



of the planner is perfect and I like that it has few blank pages at the end for notes etc.I also like that

each month has a theme ( courage, improvement, love ) and weekly quotes reflect that theme of the

month.

I am writing this review in hopes that the publisher (Vintage International) will improve the

usefulness of this day planner.I will be frank. I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE the artwork of Catalina Estrada,

and that is the main reason I purchased this planner. The quotations by Paulo Coelho are a nice

plus, and certainly add to its charm.This is what I value the most about this planner:(1) Catalina

Estrada's beautiful art on every page. I get goosebumps just turning the pages.(2) Basic Lunar cycle

information (I am happy to know when the New and Full moons occur). Thanks for including this

information, as most calendars and planners don't include this information anymore.(3) Nice amount

of space for each day's entry (2 days per page, and Sunday has an extra notes section).(4) One

ribbon bookmark (but I wish there were more).(5) Full 2016 and 2017 calendars at the front,

side-by-side. I prefer them together, so this is great for me.This is what I think the publisher could

improve:(1) Use a binding that allows pages to lie flat when opened. Spiral binding?(2) Less slick

pages. Ink is more likely to smear on this type of paper.(3) Bigger space between the diary entry

lines. Not everyone has tiny handwriting.(4) Add a built-in elastic band so the diary can remain

closed.(5) Add more NOTES pages at the back. There are only 9, and that is not enough for many

notations I make throughout the year that I don't want hidden away in the journal section. This area

could definitely be enlarged.(6) Add an address section or at the very least, a list section.Basically,

this is a day planner to buy for the amazing inspiration of the artwork and the thoughtful quotations. I

don't rely heavily on a day planner to carry out my daily tasks, so this planner design is "just OK".

Someone who makes a lot of detailed entries and needs to put down a lot of appointments will find it

inadequate.For the "casual" day planner user, this is, in my opinion, one of the most beautiful ones

out this year. In features and functionality, it is very average. But the amazing artwork of Catalina

Estrada and thoughtful words of Paul Coelho make it a thing of beauty that will surely bring a smile

to anyone who owns one.

It's not yet 2016, so I have not used it. I have the 2015 Paulo Coelho planner. 2015's is very bight

and a bit psychedelic looking, with a lot of primary colors. 2016's is a tad more tame on the colors

but still very expressive. That brightness is actually very handy as it is so bright that it's easy to spot,

and I have never left it behind anywhere. The 2016 one seems a bit more feminine and flowery than

2015. I like having all of the different quotes to read. The only Coelho book I read was the



Alchemist, but the quotes are all good, there is no need to have read many of Coelho's books

because the quotes make sense without context.

This is my 3rd calendar/ year . I absolutely LOVE them.

I missed not using these for the last couple of years. I got this one & immediately filled in birthdays

etc.! Paper is high quality & very smooth. I love this planner & highly recommend it!

I'm such a fan of Paulo Coelho and I can't wait to start using it. I bought it as a gift for myself. The

artwork is so stunning and the quotes are so inspiring. I'm looking forward to starting my new year

off right. The size is perfect to toss in my purse or my book bag and the pages are thick and really

nice quality.

Journaling can't be more cathartic and saved to recall where you were at in your life, events and

used more times than I can remember to trigger memory about various things in life.

This planner is more beautiful than I expected. Can't wait to use it in 2016. I love the quotes!
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